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Next Run No: 1992 (The Brown Gin Run)
Date: 8th October 2018
Start: Norsworthy Bridge
On Down: Burrator Inn
Hares: Pimp and Hurricane
Scribe: ???
Hash Run No. 1990 otherwise known as A Rather Lost and Forgetful Evening
I felt quite pleased with myself last Monday evening as I was all packed and ready to go at
least half an hour before we were due to leave home:
• Sports bag √
• Running shoes √
• Sony Walkman √
• Reflective bib √
• Change of clothes √
• Pocket money √
• Well Laid √
I thought that as the Scribe for this mag, I would get it off to a good start by forgetting that I
was scribing until Well Laid casually asked me five minutes before we left home, “Aren’t
you supposed to be scribing tonight?” Re-do my list:
• Sports bag √
• Running shoes √
• Sony Walkman √
• Reflective bib √
• Change of clothes √
• Pocket money √
• Well Laid √
• Notebook √
• Pen √
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Arriving at The Who’d at St. Dominick, we were greeted by K2 who had realised that she
had left not only her mobile at home but also her pocket money which meant she was
trying to get people to feel sorry for her and buy her a coke and a packet of crisps later in
the pub.
Dodo welcomed everyone to the beautiful setting of St Dominick and we were impressed
that he had arranged a fantastic Harvest moon for everyone which was helpful for those
who had forgotten their torches. However, soon after setting off, the Shorts realised that
they were lost and couldn’t find the arrow that Dodo claimed he had hidden behind a
hedge. This was probably a little unkind because unbeknown to many, Dodo was carrying
a serious biking injury and setting the Hash on his own with a bruised backside (which was
in direct competition to the full moon) was a major achievement. He was also still
recovering from earlier rummaging around in Scrotey’s drawers in the dark, enough to put
anyone off laying anything. I can’t work out from my notes what he was doing but I think
Gannet said something about Dodo going down and had to go all the way once he had
started.
Gannet arrived back at the pub after a very enjoyable hash stating that it was “A good
hash, perfectly timed, back at 8.32pm and an excellent mixture of terrain. It gave the
Longs a jolly good sorting!” However, Gannet did have a teeny little complaint that Dodo
must have forgotten how far away the pub was from the On Home and caused her climax
of the evening to come too early.
As the Shorts arrived back at the pub there was no sign of H who was supposed to be
checking everyone back in. She was quite happily drinking and chatting away in the warm
conservatory completely forgetting to take her responsibilities seriously and oblivious to
everyone out in the cold.
Bumless completely forgot where she was and nearly got changed in someone else’s car.
She was obviously having a little moment, similar to when she went on the camping
weekend at Polzeath. After having a much-needed shower, she proceeded to get dressed
and set off for the pub only realising too late that she had her knickers in her pocket. This
led our esteemed GM to rename her Commando. However, Ginger Rogers felt she should
have been called Knickerpocket Glory!
Our GM also announced that our new Chamber Pot is H and Hash Flash is Stop Cock. He
also announced that a new position had been created… our Facebook updaterer also
known as Hashtag… and given to Bumless/Commando. Gnashers wanted it to be known,
and hoped I wouldn’t forget to mention, that she likes a new position now that her knees
were better.
In case you’ve forgotten, T shirts and vests are available from Fergie.
Don’t forget that our 2000 Run will take place on Monday 3 rd December.
There will be a Lost cycle ride along the Camel Trail on Sunday 7th October with three
different distances. If you are interested see Lost or look at the website.
And finally, I mustn’t forget to write up this mag and email it to Hurricane and Pimp and
hopefully, Hurricane will remember to print it off and bring it to the Burrator.
On On, Underlay
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